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janet clark

Born in New York City, Janet Clark spent her formative years in Poet's
Corner - the southwestern edge of bucolic Pleasant Hill, California.

As a child, she alternately traded bare feet for roller skates that were
strapped onto her beat-up school shoes. Every Saturday, she donned
pink silk dance shoes - toes stuffed with lamb's wool - for ballet

lessons. All summer long, Clark could be found perched on a rickety

porch swing under a sprawling plum tree, reading Nancy Drew books
purchased with her 25 cent weekly allowance. It was then when she
developed her love of reading and writing.

Side tracked for many years by education, marriage, motherhood,

divorce, single parenthood and basic survival, Clark stumbled onto
her current writing opportunity while exploring classes offered by

the Lafayette Recreation Department. She now spends her spare time

writing about her childhood and plugging away on a mystery novel she
hopes to finish in this life time.

friends for dinner
by janet clark

Dinner hour on the day of my seventh birthday is a local

legend. It all began the week before Easter, which arrived early
that spring. The year was 1950 and I remember it as though it
was only yesterday.

My brother and I spent several rainy days prior to Easter

crowding around a wooden crate on the cold floor of our garage
with some of the neighborhood kids. The bottom of the pine

box was covered in wood shavings and light bulb, encased in a

wire cage, hung over the center in order to keep its inhabitants

warm. Grandpa had brought home four newly hatched chickens

as an early Easter present. The babies weren’t their normal pale
yellow, but pastel colors - like Easter eggs - pink, blue, green,

and lavender. It was a trendy thing to do back in 1950 before we
learned about environmentally and politically correct behavior.
The birds peeped and scratched around the box providing us

with hours of observation. We debated the source of their colors.
“Spinach. The green one’s mother was only allowed to

eat spinach.” There was a chorus of groaning noises.

“Nah. They made those babies drink food coloring as

soon as they hatched. That green guy’s mother would have run
away if she was forced to eat nothin’ but spinach. Same as you
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and me. Yuck.” We all shook our heads in agreement.

Marcella, who lived on the hill, announced, “My mom

says they put needles full of dye into the unhatched eggs.” That

information generated horrified yelps, gagging, and much doubt.
“Hey,” somebody suggested, “let’s lick ‘em and see what

they taste like. Grab the green one and see if he tastes like

spinach. Then we’ll know for sure.” There was another chorus

of unpleasant noises, but then my younger brother David, who

could never resist a challenge, leaned over the box and plucked
up the green chick. First he stroked the creature’s tiny head

then stuck his tongue way out and gave it a good lick. Holding

our breath, waiting for him to make a face and get sick, we were

disappointed when he bobbed his head and looked unimpressed
before carefully setting the peeping chick back among the wood
chips.

“Corn,” he announced. “He tastes just like corn. Not

spinach. But, let’s call him Popeye anyway?”
Everyone agreed.

We quickly moved on to determining the chick’s gender

by color. The blue one was undoubtedly a male, the pink one, of
course, was a girl. That was back in 1950. Science was different
then.

It turned out that my father was just as delighted with

the baby chicks as us kids. I remember him standing in the

garage, just got home from work, wearing his three-piece tweed

suit and felt hat. Reaching into the wood crate, he gently lifted up
one of the chicks.

“Have they laid any eggs yet?” He was received by a

chorus of laughter.
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My mother hollered from the kitchen. “Ken, don’t even

think about bringing one of those pitiful creatures into the
house! None of your pranks. Dinner’s almost ready.”

In only weeks, the chicks became chickens. Their colors

faded and they all turned snowy white. My grandfather, a clever
carpenter, built a small and handsome chicken coop in the back

yard. We often let the chickens out to roam through his vegetable
garden and peck for bugs in the back lawn while the rest of us

pawed through the grass hunting for four-leaf clovers. When the

chickens were out of their hutch, my brother and I kept a vigilant
watch on the sky above our house. Grandpa had told us about

chicken hawks so we feared that one might drop down out of the
clouds, grab hold of one of our pets with its claws then fly up out
of our reach, the chicken squawking in pain and terror.

Occassionally, we did see big black birds circling high in

the summer sky, but that was only when the chickens were safe
in their coop. Grandpa always joked that it was a vulture eyeing
me because I was so skinny from not eating my vegetables. He

told us not to worry, however, because my wild, curly hair would
surely scare them off if they ever got close.

That June I turned seven years old. Instead of a birthday

party, my father took a bunch of us kids to the El Rey Theater

in downtown Walnut Creek. My mother promised a chocolate
birthday cake after dinner.

As we piled into our big black Chevy, my grandpa

hollered, “Don’t eat too much candy. We’re gonna have a great
big dinner.”

I should have been warned by the way my brother raised

his little, bushy eyebrows.
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At the soda fountain next door to the theater, Dad bought

all of us Big Hunks and Jujubes - our choice. In the El Rey, they

played two movies and two cartoons. My father paid ten cents

for each of us. I can still see the silver dimes my father slid across
the counter after carefully counting them out to the woman who
worked in the black and green tiled booth.

After the movie, we drove back to the house and the

neighbor kids headed for home. It sure was surprising to find
my grandfather helping out in the kitchen. Grandpa never

cooked unless he was canning something from his garden or the
orchard. He preferred to supervise.

Eventually, we all sat down to my favorite meal: a

dinner of delicious fried chicken, mashed potatoes, gravy, and

homemade parker house rolls. There were also green beans and
carrots from the garden, but I didn’t eat vegetables unless I was
forced to.

I can’t remember exactly when my grandpa asked, “So,

how do you like my fried chicken?” It was unlike him. He seemed
to be looking for approval. He looked especially proud.
“Good,” I replied, my mouth very full.

Setting down her fork with a clang, my mother

commanded, “Dad, not now!”

When my brother put his hand over his mouth, stifling

a laugh, it dawned on me that things were not right and then it
occured to me that something ugly had happened. I leapt from

my chair, pushed open the screen door, and ran out to the back
yard to the empty chicken coop.
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*

I still visit Janie, the neighbor from my childhood. Now in her
late 80s, she swears she can’t forget that particular dinner

time. When I ran from the house and found the chickens were
no longer in their pen, she says my shrieks could be heard

by everyone on the block. I was already notorious with my

histrionics. Janie claims nobody was alarmed enough to call for
help.

“We figured your brother either ran off with your roller

skates or your dad was trying to make you eat vegetables again.

We were feeling sorry for your parents. It wasn’t until you didn’t
come back by dark that the rest of us got involved.”

That night of my seventh birthday, I’d sought refuge

with Gloria, a playmate who lived around the corner. Eventually,
my father found me playing jacks with Gloria on the floor of

her bedroom. In time, I recovered from the loss of those Easter
chicks and as an adult learned to appreciate my grandfather’s

old-fashioned, farm-raised way of doing things. In fact, today I

am known among family and friends for my delicious buttermilk
fried chicken, a recipe handed down by Grandpa Clark.
***
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nahide craig

Being a curious student, Nahide had wanted to be a geologist or a

chemist when she was in high school. She came to US from her native
country of Turkey. With the events and the quirks of fate that one
could not change, she became an astronomer. She worked at UC

Berkeley as an Astronomer in the earlier years and Space Science and
Astronomy Educator for NASA space Missions in the later years
of her career.

Now she is happily retired and travelswith her husband. When not

traveling, she enjoys being with her grandchildren and friends. Since
during her working years all the writing she did was scientific,
she now wants to learn various techniques on how to write

autobiographical material and has been participating in various course
such as memoir writing, creative non fiction and "document your life
story" classes.

passage to southern india
(a travelogue)
by nahide craig

Wednesday, February 15, 2012

Poovath Dutch Heritage House – Fort Cochi

My husband George and I arrived at Cochin airport in the

state of Kerala on a warm and clear morning. It a narrow strip

of coastal territory, southwest region of India after a four hour
flight from Dubai.

We spent one and a half hour snarling through the traffic

of busses, camions, rickshaws, cows and even elephants before

finally arriving at our hotel, the Poovath Dutch Heritage House. It
is a renovated small Dutch palace from the Colonial era and next
door to the Dutch Cemetery that was built in the 1700s for the

Dutch traders and soldiers. The old mixed with the new makes
one curious about the past. The hotel had a small swimming

pool which was most popular by the largest and most aggressive
crows I have ever seen. These birds had no fear of humans and
were enjoying this man-made water hole to cool down and
quench their thurst.

Our room was not ready so we walked toward the

shore which was on the “Arabian Sea”. The name of the shore
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made the whole scene even more exotic, however, the heat was
becoming both pleasant and oppressive. Humidity was quite

high and the local fishermen’s’ catch could easily annoy your

senses. Indian women in their colorful saris were trying to sell
local postcard, and magnets that have the photos of the local

scenery. I happily obliged and bought some postcards. After our

walk we were back to the hotel and with anticipation and took a
long nap to catch up with our jet-lag.
*

We were invited the next morning to spend the day at the

summer house of our Indian friends. He was a retired Indian/
British psychiatrist from London, but originally from Cochin/

Kerala; his wife, a lovely southern Indian woman, was dressed

in most exquisite saris and speaks softly. He has retired and now
spends the winter in India and the summer in London.

After a couple days in Cochin we planned to start a

further southern trip with the focus of many festivals and
temples we could see and visit.

The couple sent their chauffeur to our hotel and after

another drive through the unbelievable traffic we arrived at their
house, facing the Backwaters and the Cochin Yacht Club. This
was a surprise to me since I never imagined there would be a
Yacht Club in Cochin.

Our hostesses draped the traditional large white silk

scarves with golden trim around our head and shoulders, almost
like the top of a sari; we looked pretty fancy in this stuff. We

were served fresh coconut juice with coconut shavings inside
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and sat on their veranda. They lived in a lovely house with

gardeners, housekeepers, cook, chauffeur, and security guard.

The house/villa had beautiful marble floors and cooling fans that
hung from the ceilings. The lawn was immaculate, with coconut

trees and exquisite orchids that were specially handled in empty
coconut hulls attached to the coconut trees. The gardeners mist
them periodically, and now I understand why my poor orchids
died so easily at home.

The property was right on what is called The

Backwaters, a chain of brackish lagoons and lakes lying parallel
to the Arabian Sea coast. The waters flowed with a strong

current, carrying lots of water hyacinths and plastic garbage

bags. Small kettle egrets sat on these floating “plant islands” for a
free trip across the river. I enjoyed watching the birds’ free ride...
There are lots of birds, small and large egrets, terns, anhingas,

and kingfishers and of course hundreds of crows. They turned
out to be the "house crow". (I had to check my my southern

India bird book for this). Our friends’ house, the climate and the
setting reminded me of a much more modest version of my inlaws' Ponte Vedra Beach home in Florida.
*

We had heard about a classical local dance show called Kathakali
Dance near our hotel, so we got tickets for it. Tickets were also
available for the make-up session for the dancer’s makeup.

The Dancer whose face would be made up would lie

down flat on the floor and a makeup artist sitting near his head
would start working. It was an elaborate face painting, mainly
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green face with red lips, dark eyes, and orange forehead. We
learned later that green symbolized trustworthiness. I took
many pictures of this process.

There were about 50 to 60 tourists watching this half an

hour event. The dance show with live music, drums, flute and
other instruments was quite lovely. The ladies’ dances were

graceful, some seductive and always with full facial expressions.

There were also dances for men, fierce and with big movements
almost as though they were challenging each other to a fight.
Our dancer with elaborate make up and ornamental crown

also danced. This was a very traditional dance and native to the
Keralas.

*

For lunch we asked the rickshaw driver to take us to an Indian
restaurant. We ended up in Grand Hotel on Mahatma Gandhi
Road. We were the only non-Indians at this huge hotel with

dining facilities. We had a great Indian meal of fish with Indian
spices that I could not identify, but very tasty.

We then visited some gold shops across the street from

this restaurant/hotel. These big shops usually have two or more
stories, the regular gold on the first floor and fancier gold work

with precious stones jewelry on the upper floors. The stores had
a children's play structure (type of a set up like in McDonalds)
inside the shop, so parents, mom-dad and grandparents could
indulge in serious gold jewelry shopping. The jewelry designs
did not attract me at all. I think the Turkish gold jewelry has
much more elegant design.
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We sat outside and had a light dinner at a local Indian

restaurant on the Princess Street that evening. The freshly

prepared rice pudding was still warm, with cardamom and
almonds. It was really delicious.

Monday, February 20, 2012

*

Shiva Temple Festival- Big Holiday
Everything was closed.

We had just missed an eight day festival culminating in

a procession of 15 decorated elephants. Fortunately we heard
about a one-day Temple Festival with an Elephant and so we
decided to go.

The temple was simple but had lots of ritual areas with

coconut shells used as candle holders. Ginger oil and some

other oil were used for light for prayers and gratitude. The scent
of these oils was always a bit heavy for me, but I managed to
survive without embarrassing myself by throwing up.

We saw all the different vehicles Shiva used to bring

his message: a peacock, a cobra, and Nandi the bull. Images of

young Shiva (he looked like a Bollywood actress) and old Shiva
with a long white beard are painted on the same poster with

bright colors and cobras on his head. There was a shrine to the
side. Lotus leaves, rose and red colored petals of flowers and

dried marigolds, smell of burnt oil, dust from man sweeping the
grounds that bring some smell and color, were all parts of the
India that I visited.
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Shoes were to be taken off as one entered the temple

grounds. People left them everywhere so one must know exactly
where one left them, because there were thousands of pairs of
shoes. We took ours to a shoe guard who charged for 1.5 cents
per pair while we were out there. George was so worried of

losing his shoes that we splurged on the pennies to pay for the
service.

In the temple grounds there were thousands of Hindus.

There were women dressed in beautiful bright colored silk

saris wrapped around their waist, with one end draped over

the shoulder, baring the midriff or tunic style outfits, hair done

nicely, flowers in their hair. Men wore nicely pressed shirts, and
pants, really a beautiful occasion to people watch.

We followed the crowd, forming a single line to enter to

different temples. The scent of oil burning, candles, and smoke
were powerful.

Inside the temple, men were supposed to take their

shirts off, George included. I do not know the reason why men

need to take their shirts off inside the shrine, but there was a big
sign there. All men are topless and it is fun to see the different
flesh of hundreds of men.

We bought jasmine flowers folded in a banana leaf for

the offering to Shiva. People stood shoulder to shoulder. As we

got closer to the Shiva’s inner sanctuary people started to push
and move wanting to be close to see and to give their offerings,

they got emotional, the heat and the smells were strong, we got a
little scared.

We pulled away from the crowd and stood by the side

to catch our breath. People offered jasmine marigold and lotus
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flowers, candles, and lit small oil lamps; it was smoky and smelly.
Then the elephant appeared; a big male tusker. Some

men started to dress the elephant, putting on shawls with

decorated bells, a gold head-plate, they and walked the elephant
around the main temple grounds. Two men rode on the

elephant, one holding up a red umbrella and the other one as the

driver. The elephant’s two hind legs were loosely chained to each
other so he could walk but not run.

A group of men with white Indian linen skirts and no

shirt played drums, flutes, and some other horn like instruments.
At the beginning the band was playing for the crowd but then
they followed the elephant. As the band walked and played

around the grounds with the elephant, people bowed to the
elephant in respect. There were pilgrims going around and

around the shrine and we sat and watched them for about an
hour. It was a moving scene.

It was our first experience at an Indian Temple

Festival. It was truly mindboggling. All of our five senses were
overloaded. It was surreal.

We returned to our hotel feeling happy that we had

started this trip and couldn’t wait to see more of this beautiful
country.

***
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joan wahl countryman

Joan was born in Dublin, Ireland in 1934 and immigrated to New York
in 1962. After coming to San Francisco in 1964, she met and married
her first husband, Lawrence Wahl. They made their home in Moraga,

California, had two children, a girl and a boy, and four grandchildren,

three boys and a girl. After being widowed for nine years, she met and
married James Countryman. They reside in Moraga.

love of children is a woman's instinct
by joan wahl countryman

“Joan, if you can see a patch of blue in the sky the size

of a man’s pants, we are going to the seaside for a picnic. I am
making ham and cheese sandwiches,” Mammy said.

Running out into the back garden, I looked upward.

“Yes, I see a big patch of blue,” I hollered to Mammy through the

scullery door. “Can I get the buckets and spades from the shed?”
“Sure you can, if there’s room in the pram for them,"

Mammy said. "You girls can make sand castles. That’s a good
lassie. Run upstairs and wake Teresa. She’s a slowpoke this

morning. I’ll get the porridge going for breakfast and clean up
this mess so we can pack up our picnic."

“Teresa, get up. We are going on a picnic. The sky is blue,”

I called up the stairs.

“No, I don’t care,” came Teresa’s weak reply.

Mammy wiped her hands on her apron and headed

upstairs. She found Teresa complaining of pain in her left arm.
“You must have slept on it. I will massage it when we get you
down to the warm kitchen. We’re all going to have a nice day
at the the beach. Now come along and have some porridge,”
Mammy cajoled as she steered her to the table.

“Can one of you lassies go to the door and bring in the
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milk? If we get going early, your father won’t have anything
to complain about. He can go right to bed," Mammy said. A
policeman on night duty, he walked the beat all night long,
coming home tired and grumpy.

As Teresa slid in on the bench and pulled her pink flannel

nightgown around her, she cried, “I don’t want to go. My arm
hurts.”

“Maybe a little food in that wee tummy will help you to

feel better,” Mammy pleaded, as she hustled her three other little
girls into their clothes for the one mile walk to Dollymount by
the sea.

“Let me feel your forehead, dear. You are looking a little

feverish. Blessed Virgin Mary and all the saints in heaven, I

don’t need any more sickness. I got all of you over the measles,
and just last year it was Joan in the hospital with that kidney

infection and Ellen with the scarlet fever.” Mammy’s soft voice
took on a worried tone.

Teresa, the eldest, was seven, and I was second at age

six; Ellen was four and the one year-old baby Kathleen slept

in the big black pram. The pram was used for local shopping,
and for trips to the sea. It carried the food and another tired

child. Today would be an adventure and one we were not used

to having because it was so much work for our mother to get us
organized.
sick.

As the morning worn on, it became clear that Teresa was
Mammy pulled Teresa’s auburn curls back from her

forehead. “I think you could have a fever, my dear,” she said.

A mackerel sky moved in covering up the patch of blue as we
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waited for Pa to come home. Ellen and I gathered our shovels

and buckets and started digging in the garden. We were always
looking for chaneys, little pieces of broken delft from previous
generations we found in the soil. We dug them up, admired

the colors, and saved them to use as money when playing shop.
When it rained we went into the shed and set up our shop

with old containers saved from the kitchen: Colman’s mustard,
Goodall’s baking powder, custard powder and spices.

Pa arrived home. As he removed his police uniform,

boots and helmet, Mammy told him of the situation.

“Och sure, you better take her to Temple Street

Children’s Hospital. I’ll get a few hours of sleep and the girls will
play outside,” Pa offered.

Mammy and Teresa took the bus to Dublin. Pa went to

sleep leaving me in charge of baby Kathleen asleep in the big

black pram in the kitchen. I gave her the bottle of milk Mammy
had left and rocked the pram to keep her quiet.

Peace and quiet were demands Pa ordered when he

arrived home after night duty. However, no amount of peace

and quiet could keep him out of the pubs on payday which was
Thursday. We lived in dread of Thursday nights when he rolled
home drunk and angry.

*

Mammy came home alone crying. The doctors told her they

would put Teresa through some tests; they would know more

when she came back tomorrow. Dark clouds hovered and rain
came down as we sat around the dining room fire in a semi-
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circle. The sweet smell of smoke from the turf fire filled the air.
“Lovely chaneys you lassies got today,” Mammy said in

her soft voice, but her thoughts were with her little girl she had
left with the nuns at the hospital.

“John, you must go over to see Auntie Nora. Let her know

I could use some help with the girls. Bring her some vegetables

from the garden – see if she can come over,” Mammy informed Pa
in a worried tone.

“Och sure,” Pa said as he dragged on his cigarette and

threw a few sods of turf on the fire. “I’ll dig up some spuds and
a cabbage or two and ride the bike over when the rain stops.”

The gravity of the situation began to fill the air while the usual
fighting between Mammy and Pa got tossed aside.
*

The next day’s news was bad, really bad. Teresa had polio, a

contagious disease, as did another boy in the neighborhood.
We were quarantined while the health department checked

everyone in the family. Teresa’s room was fumigated and sealed
off. It was summertime and school was out, but we were told to
stay away from the sea, as they thought the disease could come
from the water.

Our Auntie Nora came the next day to help Mammy. She

was a cousin of Pa’s who was our savior come rain or shine. Her
warmth filled the house with much needed joy and laughter. As

she donned an apron and rolled up her sleeves as she chuckled:

“I need a wee lassie to help me make the pancakes.” We obliged.
The neighborhood boy, who contracted polio at the same time,
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died. Fear and shock gripped our family. Hospital visits were
limited, while they tried various kinds of therapy on Teresa.
They tied her arm to the metal bed to keep her from falling

out. Treatment wasn’t helping. The decision was made to put

Teresa in an iron frame which went around her little body and

immobilized her left arm. She told Mammy the frame hurt and
refused to wear it after she came home. Teresa felt lucky she

was alive though she missed months of school and had to repeat
that school year. That was more painful for her than anything
else.

Mammy cried a sea of tears while she tried to help

Teresa regain the power in her left arm – she never did. She

was Mammy’s cherished, first born little girl. The frame was

hidden in a very high shelf in the bathroom closet. Hiding it away
helped Mammy overcome some of the pain she carried; she

often wondered what she could have done differently. There was
a stigma attached to polio at that time and for good reason – it

was contagious, deforming and deadly. Other children were kept
away because of the unknown nature of the disease.

Patches of blue sky came and went under the clouds. We

had our picnic in the shed as we listened to the music of rain
falling on the tin roof. The clouds and rain kept watch.

Every once in a while I would sneak a look at the frame

and feel a depth of sadness as I tried to forget the awful day in
1940 when polio hit our already fragile family.
*
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Seventy four years later - May, 2014 the World Health

Organization has put out this message: The world must take

polio alert seriously. Teresa, who lives in England, and I agree.

One child stricken with polio due to lack of vaccine is one

too many.
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***

treva perkins

Treva Perkins recently started writing her stories while weaving in her
life experiences. Born in Washington State, having lived in several US
cities, Brazil and England, she is a former middle school teacher, has

worked in the corporate world and is the mother of two girls. Currently
she volunteers for Friends of the Lafayette Library, co-chairs a Tenant
Association, writes for a newsletter, and loves being out in nature
walking and hiking in the Redwoods and at the beach.

sao paulo to rio de janeiro
and what happened along the way
by treva perkins

Moving from Sao Paulo to Rio de Janeiro, some 270

miles to the Northwest, was anything but ordinary. Normally

when you move, you call a moving company, give them a date,
belongings are packed and within a few days you greet your
boxes and furniture at the new location.

I was seven months pregnant the last time I saw Sao

Paulo. The airlines would not let women fly past the 7th month
so off we went. Stephanie - two years old - David and I were

flying to Caracas, Venezuela to meet up with a long-time friend,
Johnnie, who had been living there for the past year. Nancy, his

wife, wouldn’t be there because she had recently returned to the
States to have her second baby.

Years ago, while David attended Thunderbird Graduate

School for International Business and we lived on the campus
outside of Phoenix, Arizona, we had met Johnnie, a dashing,

suave young man from Argentina. David liked Johnnie so he
helped him with some of his more difficult classes enabling

him to also obtain his Master’s Degree. Now, one good deed

deserved another. After this short stopover at Johnnie’s home

in Caracas, he insisted on going to the airport with us to make
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sure that Stephanie and I got off OK to the States. We were

flying to Los Angeles to live with my in-laws, Polly and Stan, in
Pacific Palisades, a very upscale village near the beach west of

Los Angeles. David was to return to Sao Paulo to wind down his
job, pack our belongings and have them stored until we could

return to Brazil. He would join us in Los Angeles in a few weeks.
Meanwhile, Johnnie knew but we had no idea what a chaotic
commotion was awaiting us at the airport.

No lines. Hordes of people ten deep. All at the airport

check-in desk yelling and waving. Pushing. Insisting on getting
on our flight. Johnnie disappeared and the next thing I knew,

Stephanie and I were being ushered by a flight attendant down a
corridor to our airplane.

By the time that we sat down in our seats on the empty

airplane I was shaking; I’d never seen anything like it. Was there
a bribe? I can only bet that, yes, there was. We would not have
stood a chance of getting on that flight, even with our reserved
tickets, had it not been for Johnnie.

Stephanie and I lived with Polly and Stan in Pacific

Palisades for over a month until David arrived. At the time, our

home in Pasadena, which had been rented out for the past year,

was empty so we rented furniture and moved into it while David
was acclimating to his new job at Union Bank – Vice President,
International Department – South America. Meanwhile I
checked in with my OBGYN.

The doctor pushed and attempted to rotate the lump in

my bulging belly but the baby was stuck in the wrong position.
Hopefully the turn would happen before the birth. I had had

a wonderful first pregnancy and a four and a half hour natural
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child birth with Stephanie so I had been told that this baby’s
labor would only be two to two and a half hours long.

The decision to go back to the States to have the baby

was due to my first meeting with my Sao Paulo obstetrician. His
face went blank - absolutely no reaction when I told him that

I had had natural childbirth with my first and I expected to do

the same with this baby. I assumed that he knew what ‘natural

childbirth’ meant. In hindsight, perhaps I should have told him
how wonderful my experience had been having had natural

childbirth with Stephanie. Not only was I awake, but David was

with me coaching me just like he did in our Lamaze class. He was
sitting behind my head as we were able to experience the birth
of our first child. We watched her being cleaned and weighed.

We saw the baby being wrapped in a blanket and then placed on
my stomach for the first ‘hello’.

Once I left the delivery room and was in my room I was

so pumped up with energy I felt like I could go out and play

tennis. That’s what natural childbirth without drugs is all about.

I continued the interview with the Sao Paulo doctor and the final
clincher which determined that I was going back to the States
to have this baby was when I asked him for the name of the
hospital where he practiced; he mentioned three of them.

My mind froze! I had no idea where ANY of them were

located. And how was one to get to them? Traffic was terrible in
Sao Paulo. There was only one freeway and it wasn’t anywhere
near our home. I didn’t even bother to write down the names

of the hospitals. Right then I knew that, even if I stayed in Sao

Paulo to have the baby with the expected 2 hour labor, he and I
would not be in the same place when this baby arrived! That’s
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when I started planning my trip back to the States.
*

By the time I had been in the States for more than two months
this baby was already past the due date. Even so, David,

Stephanie and I were enjoying a visit with Polly and Stan at their
home some 20 miles away from Pasadena when we decided,
since it was late in the evening, to stay overnight.

Very early in the a.m., my water broke. We called the

doctor and he said to wait until the morning and call him then.

We attempted to go back to sleep but my heart started pounding
uncontrollably. The idea of driving from Pacific Palisades

through downtown Los Angeles to Pasadena in the morning
commute was extremely problematic; I began to experience
extreme anxiety. I was not going to have this baby on the
freeway!

I told David, “We need to go home, now!” We left

Stephanie with her grandparents and headed back to our house
in Pasadena.

No sooner were we settled in and trying to get back to

sleep than I decided it was time to go to the hospital. This was
around 3 a.m.

Upon examination, the baby was presenting with one

heel. The doctor tried to pinch the heel to see if the baby would
retract the foot but it wasn’t to be. David turned white when
he was told that I was going to have an emergency cesarean
operation. I went numb. This was not part of the plan!
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I was wheeled into an operating room. It was

underwhelming. Very plain with green walls (I thought that
there should have been more… more of everything – more

equipment – more life saving machines). A mask was placed over
my nose and I started counting down from 100.

The next thing that I was aware of was being on a gurney

in the middle of a long dark basement hallway with not a person
in sight. I was freezing. I was shaking. I thought that I would

shake myself right off of the gurney, this gurney with no side

rails. It seemed as though I was in the twilight zone. I started

yelling for help and finally someone showed up, covered me with
warm sheets and after a bit, transferred me to a nearby bed, still
in the dark basement.

Finally, David was at my bedside; he told me that we had

a daughter. She was born at 6:57 a.m. on October 17, 1977.

We had already picked out a name; she would be called Deanna
Louise.

I have to say that I felt robbed. I was robbed!

I didn’t get to be awake when Deanna was born, didn’t

get to hold her in the delivery room, welcome her, have that first
bonding or feel that pumped up exhilaration of having been
there for it all. It was hours before she was brought into my

room. It felt like she was someone else’s – that she belonged to
the hospital. It wasn’t fair. I didn’t feel like playing tennis. In

fact, I felt like decking the nurses when they came in and yanked
me out of bed to start my recuperation. Oh, the pain!

Deanna and I were in the hospital for five days. Johnnie’s wife,

Nancy, who had come back to the States before me from Caracas,
was also in the hospital right down the corridor from me. She
was having her second child, Charlie. (Nancy and I were also
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in the same hospital around the same time for the birth of our

first children, Stephanie and Andrea). She had a normal delivery
which meant that she came and went while we were still in the
hospital.

Shortly after arriving at our house from the hospital

Polly and Stan showed up with Stephanie in what seemed like

record breaking time. I think I had been home two hours. 		
I was in no condition to take care of her plus David needed to

get back to work. I asked my dad to come down from Eureka to
help out (my mother had been dead for years). Thankfully he

was there when, by the 11th day after giving birth and once the

antibiotics had tapered off, my stomach was hard and extended
and blue. I went back to the doctor. He made a new cut at the

incision site and an awful yellowish gooey stuff spurted out of
the cut through the air - lots of it – at least a quart! I needed

to be taken back and forth to the doctor’s office twice a day to
drain this goo. The doctor had never seen such a horrendous

infection; he told me that he was going to write up my case for
the American Medical Journal.

Since my father didn’t really cook, I ended up having to

take care of him as well as Deanna and Stephanie. David then

hired a lady to come in to cook, clean and take care of us so that

my father could go back home. I really can’t recall how Stephanie
entertained herself since none of her toys were with us and

there were no playmates. I guess the lady kept her busy and

then Stephanie and I read some books together. I don’t know. I
was rather occupied sleeping, recuperating and taking care of
the baby.
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At my last appointment with my doctor, he had taught

me how to clean and drain the small opening in the incision.
It took weeks more for the infected area to completely heal.

Meanwhile I was attempting to breastfeed for six months as I
had done with Stephanie. With everything that was going on

around us I was less than successful in producing enough milk.
Another disappointment.

*

Deanna was five weeks old when we left Pasadena to start

anew in Rio de Janeiro. On the plane flying to our Miami layover,
Deanna threw up all over my clothes. We checked into the hotel
and then David went out to find a Laundromat to get my blouse
and slacks cleaned.

We arrived at 54 Rua Sambaiba to our 8th floor

apartment. This was very unlike the house we had leased in Sao
Paulo which had been in the suburbs next door to a Catholic
church, with a dirt street out front, and a rat traversing the

cinder block fence out back. The building was on the top of a
hill about three long blocks in from Leblon Beach which was

just down the way from Ipanema Beach and not too far from
Copacabana.

There was one apartment per floor. We had three

bedrooms, a large very stark ugly kitchen, maid’s quarters and a

long living room with windows the entire length facing the ocean
view. The elevator was very small so our large pieces of furniture
- couch, bed, bookshelves, etc. was hoisted up the outside of the

building and then swung in through one of the window sections
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of our living room. I couldn’t watch; I held my breath.

Once the furniture was placed it was time to get down

to the serious matters at hand. We needed to hire a maid and I

needed to find the grocery store; we were running out of diapers
and the refrigerator was empty.

There would be plenty of adventures to come while

living the next two years in Rio, but for now getting settled in
was the task at hand.

*

The move from Sao Paulo to Rio took almost four months. When
I look back on this time I marvel at how much strength, energy

and perhaps naivety it all took. Considering the start in life that
Deanna had, she grew up to be a healthy, smart and delightful
young woman just like her big sister, Stephanie.

Thankfully Stephanie rolled with the punches accepting

her new sister while both of them put up with long tedious
airplane flights and bouncing around from city to city and
country to country.

As you might expect, both girls turned out to be world

travelers. Moving around created some bumpy times for all of

us, but in the end both girls are happy and successful and I am
happy and grateful that we are so very close.
***
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you in red
by edna coulson hall

Memory.

How does it work?

How is it that the smallest, most ordinary event
can cement itself so tenaciously in one’s mind
that it can never be dislodged.

There is a particular memory of that sort
I carry with me about my mother.
1950. Licking County, Ohio.

I was eight years old, and we were all in the car
driving back from a routine visit to
Grandma and Grandad’s house in
Pine Street, Newark.

A Sunday closing down like any other.

The five of us together on the bumpy back road
coming home. Us kids and Dad and Mom.
Supper to cook. Cows to milk.

Usual night chores. Sunday night chores.
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Baby Lois was up front, the place I craved
but was rarely allowed any more.

Twin Eleanor sat in back on the left behind Dad,
and I sat next to her, on the right behind Mom.
It was late November,

cold, leafless, late November.

Lois was singing that silly “A, B, C” song

over and over, and always singing “coo” for “Q.”
I wanted her to stop, but she was “baby” now.

“Baby,” who seemed more special than me somehow.
I didn’t understand how.

The singing faded away and

“Baby” lay sleeping, her head in your lap.

Now Dad would carry her into the house.
Not me, now grown to “Too big a girl.”
I was “Too big a girl.”

I leaned forward and crossed my arms

on the back of the seat between Mom and Dad.

I laid my head on my arms and closed my eyes.
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No one had carried me anywhere –
not for longest time. And really,

I wasn’t so awfully big, and I was kind of skinny too.
So often, when I was upset about something,

Mom would pat me and say, “Well now, Honey,
there’s always hope.” I began to wonder if
I’d grown too big for hope until

I heard the sound of it in Mom’s voice.

“Do you think we could buy me a new coat,”

she said, “when things go on sale after Christmas?”
“Maybe,” Dad said. “Hope so.”
Hope? I opened my eyes.

Dad’s shoulders were hunched.
He shifted in his seat.

“If we can, we will,” he said.

“ Depends, but if we can, we will.”

A wishful way of talking - -

“Hope so.” “Depends.” “If.”

The words Mom would say to me -meaning, “I’d like to, Honey,
but well, probably not.”

Dad stared out at the road

while Mom watched his face,

while we both watched his face.
And then Mom moved.
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She reached out and touched his sleeve.

Without a word, a single word, she said,
“I understand.” “It’s all right.”
“It’s nothing to worry about.”

Dad caught her hand with his
and gave it a little squeeze.

I held my lower lip between my teeth.
I held my breath.

In that brief tightening of hand on hand
it was as if he had taken her in his arms
and held her close and tight.

I’ve heard, and I believe its true --

No word exists that is akin to touch.
There is only touch.

I looked at Mom and at her coat.

Not long enough to be called a coat;
a jacket made from red corduroy.

She wore it everywhere, all the time.

Once a bright cherry red, the ribbing had flattened out.
There were smooth, shiny patches at each elbow
and over the front pockets where Mom’s hands
constantly rubbed against the cloth,

the once bright cloth was now tinged
with dull sheen of gray.
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Then in an instant I saw her, The Other,

the person who lived outside of being Mom,

The Other who looked especially fine in cherry red.
Red, which made other woman fade away to paste,
had no power to dim your prettiness.

No longer only Mom, but now this Other,
this lovely, lovely other.

No wonder she liked red.

***
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